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Forward

An Idea Worth Sharing
There is no substitute for inspiration.

The job of a nonprofit leader – perhaps the most important job – is to inspire others to help fulfill the organization's mission.
Staff. Volunteers. Funders. Clients. Leaders must inspire confidence and motivation to help an organization realize its full
potential.

But who inspires the leaders? Where do they draw and renew their energy, passion, and innovation? 

That question led the Foellinger Foundation – a private foundation in Allen County, Indiana
– to invest in a new type of grant, called the Inspire Grant. For the Foellinger Foundation,
it was an experiment, but one consistent with the Foundation's tradition of investing in
leaders of strong organizations. 

What would happen if we provided leaders of local nonprofits with a grant designed to support their own professional and
personal growth and renewal? What would happen if we simply said, "Show us what you would do – if you had the funds –
to make yourself a stronger leader by investing in yourself?"
Significantly, we also asked how these leaders would institutionalize
what they discovered in order to strengthen their organizations.

The purpose of this case study is to share with other foundations
some of the benefits and lessons learned thus far as our grantees
have implemented this unconventional type of grant. As this
experiment in grantmaking continues, we'll update this document to
share with other foundations some of the ideas and insights that are emerging.

Sincerely,

"Significantly, we also asked
how these leaders would
institutionalize what they

discovered in order to
strengthen their organization."

Cheryl Taylor, President
Foellinger Foundation
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Inspire 
Grant 
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The Inspire Grant initially was, for the Foellinger
Foundation, an entirely new way of conducting
grantmaking. The venture was undertaken as a way to
commemorate the Foundation's 50th anniversary with
something that, for our community, would be new and
innovative – a forward-looking grant model as a
celebration of our past. 

Inspire Grants of up to $25,000 each were awarded to
local nonprofits, with grant amounts totaling a half-million
dollars. The Inspire Grants were initially created as a one-
time opportunity as part of the Foundation's anniversary,
but it became clear quite quickly that these grants had
significant potential to benefit not only the individual
organizations but the broader nonprofit community.

These grants have two phases: the Inspire Phase and the
Action Phase. During the Inspire Phase, leaders have an
opportunity to look beyond their daily duties, to renew their
energies and to provide development opportunities for key
board and staff leaders. 

During the Action Phase, the results of this newfound
inspiration are put to work to make their nonprofits
stronger. Furthermore, the organizations are required to
participate in Learning Circles – formal and informal – to
share what they learn with each other, further leveraging
the grant funds. 

Based on 50 years of experience, the Foellinger
Foundation has learned that investing in strong leaders is
among the most effective long-term uses of Foundation
grants. A lot has changed in the last 50 years, but the
need for strong leadership in our community is eternal,
and these grants are intended to support and strengthen
the leaders of today to help pave the way for Allen
County's future.

The good news is that this new grant opportunity has thus
far exceeded the Foundation's most optimistic projections.
During 2009, the Inspire grantees used their funds to
research and discover new ways of working. In 2010, they
put that work into action plans.

The Inspire Grant: A Case Study

The organizations are required to
participate in Learning Circles – 

formal and informal – to share what they
learn with each other, further leveraging

the grant funds. 
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The Inspire Grant was developed based on these
principles:

A Grant should address a problem. The problem that
the Foundation sought to address is that today's nonprofit
leader has little or no opportunity to explore personal
growth that could strengthen the organization. The day-to-
day pressures on Executive Directors are so imposing and
never-ending that their own development is stifled by the
demands that each day presents. The Inspire Grant
directly addresses this problem by providing nonprofit
leaders with funds to strengthen what is arguably an
organization’s most important asset: its own leadership.
Further, the organizations are expected to institutionalize
this leadership development in a way that strengthens the
organization for the long term.

An experiment must have a hypothesis. As noted, the
design of the Inspire Grant was experimental. An
experiment must have a hypothesis, and the Foundation's
hypothesis was that leaders would exhibit tremendous
creativity if given the chance to develop an opportunity
unique to them as individuals and specific to the needs of
their organization. 

An experiment must be tested. The grantees were not
given a blank check to do whatever they wanted.
Elsewhere in this document you'll find the parameters of
the Inspire Grant, which includes an Inspire Phase and an
Action Phase. The first test of the grant's effectiveness
was a progress report submitted at the end of the Inspire
Phase. Within these reports, the Foundation discovered
that people will amaze you when you give them an
opportunity to think freely, unencumbered by the
restrictions associated with more traditional modes of
grantmaking.  

An experiment can yield unexpected results. The
Inspire Grant was conceived well before the economic
nosedive that occurred in late 2008. As the new grant
opportunity was launched, stocks were tumbling,
foundation assets were shrinking nationwide, and
foundations were looking for new ways to support
grantees in this new economy. Although the Inspire Grant
was not developed as a response to the economic
turbulence, it has had the happy consequence of being an
excellent investment of grant dollars in lean times. The
Foundation has discovered that investing in strong leaders
pays real dividends, in good times and especially in tough
times. One of the Inspire Grant recipients put it this way:
“With the economy in a recession, all of us were facing
immense pressure. Every day, donations were slipping,
and funding sources were drying up. Day after day, we
were concerned with immediate needs to generate funds,
tough decisions about budgets, and a host of other
problems associated with the recession. During these
tough times, the Inspire Grant activities helped keep us
motivated and energized. It gave us something positive
and forward-thinking to focus on as a counterbalance to
our daily economic struggles. That momentum meant a lot
to our organization and helped us stay positive and
energized despite our day-to-day challenges. It really
meant a lot to us.” Compared to many other types of
grants – capital grants, operating support grants and
program grants – the Inspire Grant dollars are modest. Yet
the yield thus far in this experiment has exceeded all
expectations, and the outlook for the remaining phase of
the grant process is bullish, indeed.

The Inspire Grant Principles and Grantmaking Strategy
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Inspire Grants are competitive grants with two phases: 
the Inspire Phase and the Action Phase.

• During the Inspire Phase (up to $15,000), leaders have an opportunity to look
beyond their daily duties, to renew their energies and to explore new
perspectives. Leaders can also use this opportunity to not only develop
themselves, but to provide development opportunities for key staff members –
the next generation of leaders. The grant will pay for personal or group
retreats, personal research projects, site visits – it's up to the organization. The
Inspire Phase can engage the CEO or executive director and/or key board
members and staff leaders.

• During the Action Phase (up to $10,000), the results of this newfound
inspiration are put to work to make the nonprofit stronger.

While there are always immediate
issues to be addressed, the future of a
community depends on having a pool of
energetic, motivated nonprofit leaders
who have the ability to think deeply
about the issues of the people they
serve.

That was true when co-founders Helene
and Esther Foellinger started the
Foundation in 1958. And it is especially
true today, when our economy places
enormous demands on local nonprofits.
Today's nonprofit leaders must adapt to
constant change, manage to do more on
limited funds, and confront never-ending
demands on their time and resources.
The Inspire Grant opportunity helps

make sure these leaders are equipped to deal with such challenges. The
Foundation's expectation is that the boards of directors of grantees will ensure
that work supported by the grant will be embedded into the culture of the
organization, to strengthen the organization for the long term. Supporting the
personal and professional development of strong leaders represents an
investment in an organization that will pay dividends for years to come.

More Details About the Inspire Grant

Today's nonprofit
leaders must adapt to

constant change,
manage to do more on

limited funds, and
confront never-ending
demands on their time

and resources. The
Inspire Grant

opportunity will help
make sure these

leaders are equipped
to deal with such

challenges.

Inspire Grant 
Recipients
AIDS Task Force

ARCH

Big Brothers Big Sisters 
of Northeast Indiana

Cancer Services 
of Northeast Indiana

Catholic Charities 

Center for Nonviolence

Early Childhood Alliance

Embassy Theatre Foundation

Fort Wayne Civic Theatre

Fort Wayne Dance Collective

Fort Wayne 
Philharmonic Orchestra

Fort Wayne 
Rescue Mission Ministries

Fort Wayne Urban League

Lifeline Youth and 
Family Services

Mustard Seed Furniture Bank

Northeast Indiana 
Innovation Center

Turnstone Center for Disabled
Children and Adults

Wellspring Interfaith 
Social Services

YWCA
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Promoting the Inspire Grant

1. Communication makes a difference. Many of our
traditional grants are described in the terms commonly
used in the sector: operating, capital, program. When
we originally began shaping this idea, we were
internally using a similarly administrative-sounding
name for it: "Organizational Enrichment Grants." We
decided that didn't quite convey the spirit of our
initiative. So we chose to name this grant the "Inspire"
Grant, with its own separate logo. Most grant
opportunities are promoted with routine professional
correspondence –
letters, e-mails,
and newsletters.
In this case, we
created a
brochure
specifically to
promote the new
grant opportunity
in a way that
would capture
people's attention
and imagination.  

2. The Inspire Grant is now a core public message of the
Foundation. This is significant. Our aim is to make the
Inspire Grant a fundamental symbol of the Foellinger
Foundation’s strategic intent.

3. The Foundation's 2009 annual report reflected this
emphasis with a cover and a story inside that discussed
the Inspire Grant Opportunity. Subsequent anual reports
also discussed the Inspire grants.

4. We convened the
grantees to
discuss ways
they could
promote their
Inspire Grant
activity. This
generated cross-
organizational
learning and
resulted in
organizations
equipped to
promote their own grants, which is more effective than
the Foundation trying to conduct its own public relations
about the grants it awards. Web pages describing the
organizations' Inspire activities can be linked in our
online annual report and on the Foundation's website.
We urged the grantees to spread the Inspire message
far and wide, and we gave them guidelines on how to
recognize the Foundation's role as the funder. From
press conferences to media articles, from events to
internal publications, the grantees promote the Inspire
Grant themselves, in a way that also furthers the
Foellinger Foundation’s efforts to communicate its
grantmaking priorities.

The result is that the Inspire Grant has given the
Foundation an entirely new communications platform –
another happy side effect of what has been, for us, a new
experiment in grantmaking.

As the Inspire Grant was an experiment, the Foellinger Foundation also experimented with some new ways of
promoting the grant and the activities of the Foundation and its grantees:

On the following pages are Case Stories of how grantees are implementing the Inspire Grant
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With the opportunity provided by the Inspire Grant to
reflect on and renew his leadership abilities, Mark Terrell,
CEO of Lifeline Youth and Family Services, Inc., an Allen
County nonprofit that provides prevention, intervention,
and aftercare
services for
those at risk
for abuse,
neglect or
delinquency,
looked outside
of himself for
inspiration. He
went beyond
merely reading
books on
leadership
skills and
proactively
conducted his own research on what makes a successful
leader through personal interviews with proven, local
leaders. Over a seven-month period he spoke with more
than 30 leaders and detailed the personal and
professional experiences and lessons that fostered their
leadership abilities. Terrell worked with his staff to compile
analyze, publish and share his research, and it is already
quite evident that his work will prove well worth the time
and effort.

"This activity turned out to be infinitely more than we could
have imagined. From the relationships built and the
enthusiasm of the interviewees, to the surprising
similarities and practical revelations – Lifeline will be
benefiting from this activity for years to come," Terrell said.

Case Story No. 1

Though his analysis of the interviews is in the early
phases, Terrell has found many similarities among the
leaders, one of which is directly applicable to the services
Lifeline provides. One hundred percent of the leaders he
interviewed – regardless of generation, gender, or ethnicity
– were raised in a stable family environment. His findings
point to the value and importance of a strong family, one of
the core values that Lifeline upholds and a validation that
Lifeline’s work makes a difference in children's futures.  

Terrell also found that keeping a clear focus on “where a
person can make a difference” is paramount to being a
successful leader, especially amid the current economic
background. With the volatility of everyday business,
change is inevitable and in order to not get discouraged,
leaders must focus their efforts on areas where they can
make an impact and not be overwhelmed by problems
beyond their control.

That concept flowed cohesively into another of his findings:
It is important for people to make the most of whatever
role they are given. The vast majority of the people Terrell
interviewed did not even consider themselves "leaders;"
they were merely people who
did their very best in whatever
job they were placed. They
focused on servant-
leadership. Terrell found a
close connection with that
value as it closely mirrors one
of Lifeline's values, "We will
strive for excellence in
everything, mediocrity in nothing."

Continued on next page

Charting a Path for Effective Leadership

"This activity turned out
to be infinitely more than
we could have imagined.
From the relationships

built and the enthusiasm
of the interviewees, 

to the surprising
similarities and practical
revelations – Lifeline will

be benefiting from this
activity for years to come,"

“This leverages
the Foellinger
Foundation's
investment by

creating a
public asset.”
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It is noteworthy that Terrell is not just looking to better the
leadership skills of himself or Lifeline; he has compiled and
published his findings so other leaders and nonprofits can
equally reap the benefits. This leverages the Foellinger
Foundation's investment by strengthening not only himself,
but by creating a public asset that will last long after the
Action Phase is completed.

As an example of how the Inspire Grant is helping
grantees and the Foellinger Foundation build their brands,
Terrell’s work resulted in a 12-month series of articles on
leadership, authored by Terrell, in a widely-read local
business magazine.  Each article identifies Lifeline and
recognizes the Foellinger Foundation and the Inspire
Grant.

Terrell also used a portion of the Inspire Grant to create
greater cohesion within the Lifeline staff through

teambuilding exercises. He received certification in a form
of challenge-based exercises and plans to lead his staff on
team-building retreats using the skills he learned. Other
members of the Lifeline Leadership Team will also acquire
certification to accommodate the more than 200 staff
members who will be participating in these retreats. Terrell
hopes to build camaraderie among his staff, help unite
them toward a common goal, and unveil and cultivate
natural leadership tendencies that might not be evident in
the daily workplace.

By documenting the leadership of characteristics of others
and sharing those findings, Terrell and Lifeline have used
the Inspire funding to benefit not only Lifeline, but the
greater community, and to inspire leaders to come.
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Case Story No. 2

It's often said that "great minds think alike." Even better
than great minds thinking alike, though, is great minds
thinking together.  Collectively, bright leaders with great
ideas can achieve more together than they could working
independently. Working together creates magic. More on
the magic – a word chosen quite deliberately – in a
moment, but first let's examine an unusual collaboration
among five of the Inspire Grant organizations.

The Problem
Every foundation executive knows that collaboration is
often easier said than done; opportunities for truly effective
collaboration are more rare than we'd like.

As noted earlier in this case study, the Foellinger
Foundation discovered that people will amaze you when
freed from the restrictions associated with traditional
modes of
grantmaking.
One of the
outcomes
sought by the
Foundation
was greater
collaboration
among participating grantees. For example, the grant
terms require grantees to participate in Learning Circles to
share their knowledge gleaned from their Inspire Grant
activities. 

But Learning Circles are "pre-planned" collaboration. Even
more exciting is when the collaboration was not required,
planned or mandated. Most  exciting is when collaboration
occurs simply because it is the right thing to do – because
it solves problems for organizations in a way that they
could not achieve working separately. 

That's what happened when five Inspire grantees teamed
up to create and institutionalize new practices from a
world-class leadership institute.  Because of the strategy
that underlies the Inspire Grant, and a nudge from the
Foundation, five organizations were able to accomplish
something none of them could have done on their own.
These five organizations are quite diverse in their
missions:

• Early Childhood Alliance
• The Embassy Theatre
• The Fort Wayne Philharmonic
• The Northeast Indiana Innovation Center
• Turnstone (Turnstone Center for Children and Adults 

with disabilities)

Five organizations that represent early childhood
development, the arts, economic development and human
services may not seem to have much in common. Working
together, they discovered otherwise.  

Continued on next page

"The principles that
millions of global business

leaders have learned will be
introduced to Allen County

nonprofit leaders."

The Magic of Truly Effective Collaboration
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Creating Magic
It is noteworthy that among the Inspire grantees, five of
them – separately and independently – came up with the
same idea for part of their Inspire Grant. They chose to do
what millions of business professionals and more than half
of the Fortune 100 companies have done to benchmark
and adapt proven best practices by attending the Disney
Institute. The Disney Institute is a professional
development program based on the way that Disney
creates its business "magic" every day. 

The Disney Institute began as a vision, and the visionary
was Walt Disney himself.

Not only did Walt Disney re-define the world of
entertainment, his legacy is found in a worldwide scope of
motion pictures, theme parks, stage shows, books,
magazines, television, merchandise, music, apparel, radio,
resorts, a cruise line and more.

Of course, none of this would have been possible had he
not also re-written the rules of business. 

Walt Disney created an effective organizational model and
efficient work environment where employees were
recognized for their achievements, encouraged to work as
a team and, by striving for excellence, continually broke
the confines of the status quo to surpass the expectations
of the world. These are the principles that business
leaders travel from around the world to learn about at the
Disney Institute.

And these are the very hallmarks of the outcomes sought
by the Foellinger Foundation when it created the Inspire
Grant.

Since the Disney Institute opened in 1986, millions of
attendees representing virtually every sector of private
business and the nonprofit sector from every corner of the
globe have had an opportunity to witness and experience
these innovative business strategies. 

The Disney Institute remains the only professional
development program where participants can literally step
into a "living laboratory" at Disney Theme Parks and
Resorts for guided behind-the-scenes field experiences.
The Disney Institute has inspired leaders to change not
only their business practices, but also to examine their
organizational issues in an entirely new light. 

Participants are immersed in a multi-day program at a
Disney destination. As participants "experience the
business behind the magic," they discover innovative
training methods that focus on three key program
outcomes: Knowledge, Comprehension, and Application.
These outcomes are designed to clearly illustrate ways
that participants can adapt and apply these lessons into
their own organizations.

When it saw that five organizations were headed in a
similar direction, the Foundation's role was in convening
and encouraging the five organizations to work together to
jointly create something together as a result of their Disney
Institute experiences. And together, they set out on
creating magic.

Continued on next page

When it saw that five organizations
were headed in a similar direction, the
Foundation's role was in convening and

encouraging the five organizations to
work together to jointly create

something together as a result of their
Disney Institute experiences. And

together, they set out on creating magic.
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Attending the Leadership Institute became the first step for
the leaders of these five nonprofits. Next, the five
organizations sought to take their experience much further,
to embed the Disney practices within the culture of their
organizations. 

Together, they sought out the world-renowned executive
who developed the principles on which the Disney Institute
was founded. Lee Cockerell is the former Executive Vice
President of Operations for Walt Disney World. He is
author of "Creating Magic," a book that summarizes the
Disney Institute leadership principles.

The vision of the five collaborating grantees was to enlist
Mr. Cockerell to visit Fort Wayne, Indiana, to deliver a
customized program that would influence hundreds of
individuals among the five collaborating nonprofits. This is
where the collaboration might have broken down, but it
didn't. The five had to agree on this approach; agree on
what the local presentation from Mr. Cockerell should
include; and agree to share the considerable expense
associated with this customized program. 

They sought from Mr. Cockerell a program that addresses
his principles specifically to the needs of the participating
nonprofits. Achieving common ground among five
organizations with disparate missions is often where the
dream of collaboration collides with the reality of differing
agendas, organizational politics, and other barriers. 

That's why the Foundation sensed a bit of magic at work
when the five were able to achieve consensus. The
leaders of the five organizations agreed that synergy
among employees strengthens the sustainability of each
organization and empowers the leaders and staff members
to tell stories of how they are unique. The Disney
“leadership chain of excellence” -- that employee
excellence leads to customer satisfaction, which drives
business results -- will be a learning tool and model for
their boards and employees, resulting in new ways to
Create Magic through the work that the nonprofits do. As a
result, the principles that millions of global business
leaders have learned will be introduced to Allen County
nonprofit leaders and staff members.

The outcome is a two-day program that will be accessed
by hundreds of employees and board leaders from the five
partner organizations. If space permits, the partners also
agreed to invite the executive director and a board
member from all of the other Inspire Grant organizations.
The aim is to embed the newly-learned leadership
principles permanently across every aspect of their
organizational cultures. The "Magic 5" chose to have Mr.
Cockerell focus on the topics of personal accountability,
teamwork, lifelong learning, and storytelling.  Partner
organizations have taken steps to institutionalize the
principles that they learn during this innovative
collaboration, to assure that the magic continues.
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Thomas Lake, the former Lilly Endowment leader, once
commented on the entrepreneurial aspect of foundation
funds. "They are precious because they are available to
support programs that have a high degree of risk but also
a high degree of payoff."

Cancer Services of Northeast Indiana used its Inspire
Grant to explore new therapies that offer the potential for
high dividends, indeed, for patients suffering from cancer. 

Each year, Cancer Services provides direct support to
more than 3,000 people with cancer and their families.
Cancer Services
provides individual
support, durable
medical equipment,
information,
transportation,
health supplies,
financial assistance
and support groups.

The agency had
identified an area
that offered
untapped potential to
improve the quality
of life for cancer patients using complementary care.
Rather than curing or treating the disease, such therapies
complement medical treatments (chemotherapy, radiation,
surgery) with techniques that may reduce pain, stress and
anxiety. Typically, complementary therapies are non-
invasive, inexpensive and pleasant. Most importantly, they
are activities that can be managed by the patient. 

This gives the person with cancer a greater sense of
control. For cancer patients, this is crucial, because the

loss of control that they encounter when diagnosed with
cancer causes overwhelming emotional suffering. 

Complementary therapies come in many forms and, as
Cancer Services learned, they are gaining broad interest
and acceptance in the medical community when used as
an adjunct to traditional medical treatments. Cancer
Services used the Inspire Phase of its grant to investigate
some of the most successful therapies in order to
determine whether one or more of them might be an
appropriate service for the agency to add to its portfolio of
services for patients. 

The investigation was personal and "hands-on." Staff
members were given the opportunity to undergo therapies
of their choice such as acupuncture, nutritional counseling,
nutritional supplements, personal training consultation,
massage, hypnosis, reflexology, and other commonly
accepted forms of complementary therapy. 

The board of directors took a hands-on approach as well,
and the agency described the experience as "remarkable."
The intent was to assure that the board understood the
nature of different therapies and had an opportunity first-
hand to experience them to see whether they personally
found the therapies to be beneficial. A board meeting
began with a buffet of highly nutritious foods selected by a
registered dietician who then explained the unique value of
each dish in the well-being of a patient. Board members
then selected three complementary therapies from the
following: therapeutic drumming; chair massage; qigong
(breathing and movement exercises, with possible benefits
to health through stress reduction and exercise); or guided
imagery. 

Continued on next page

Case Story No. 3

Cancer Services used the
Inspire Phase of its grant
to investigate some of the
most successful therapies

in order to determine
whether one or more of

them might be an
appropriate service for
the agency to add to its

portfolio of services 
for patients. 

By Experiencing Therapies Themselves, 
Cancer Advocates Identify New Ways to Ease Suffering
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Clearly, these therapies are not a part of the daily routine
of a typical business or medical professional or volunteer
on a nonprofit board of directors. 

The session
required board
members to
accept the idea
of doing
something
unusual, new
and different.
The agency
noted that one of the key lessons learned is that, "With the
proper foundation laid to support the exercise, people from
all walks of life as represented in our diverse board, are
willing to try something new and outside their comfort
zone. Also, even a short period of time devoted to one of
these activities can have significant positive effect for an
individual. There was a consensus that if these activities
could momentarily enhance the quality of life for healthy
people, surely they would be meaningful for people with
cancer."

The personal observations of the staff and board were
collected and analyzed. In addition, a board member used
personal time and travel opportunities to visit four
treatment centers in California and Nevada. Staff members
conducted phone conferences and visited an Indiana
cancer treatment center. Three individuals traveled to
Cleveland to visit a nonprofit that focuses on
complementary care. In all, the research team was able to
take an in-depth look at eight different organizations
engaged in offering complementary therapies. 

In analyzing the data and experiences documented by the
staff, board and volunteers, Cancer Services organized the
different therapies into three categories: touch therapies,
movement therapies, and expressive therapies. 

As a result of the research funded by the Inspire Grant,
the agency concluded that, "These programs have great
potential in providing both practical and emotional support
to people with cancer and are a logical next step as
Cancer Services works to build a world-class program for
people with cancer in our community."

The site visits paid off in helping the research team
determine which therapy would be the most suitable one
to offer to start this program. The trip to the Cleveland
center uncovered a model for using volunteer massage
therapists. During this visit, the Cancer Services team
acquired documents on recruitment, implementation,
training, and evaluation of an effective oncology-massage
therapy program. 

Because the program incorporates donated hours from
volunteers trained in specialized oncology-massage
techniques, and because massage therapy is widely
accepted and was deemed beneficial during the staff and
board research phase, Cancer Services is in the process
of launching a massage therapy program in northeast
Indiana. Cancer Services will use grant funds to pay for
nationally-recognized trainers from the Society for
Oncology Massage to train local massage therapists in
special techniques beneficial to cancer patients. Massage
therapists who attend this valuable training will agree in
return to donate a certain number of hours per month to
providing massage therapy to clients of Cancer Services
at no cost to the agency or the patient. 

Massage therapy will create a new entry point to introduce
people with cancer to the many services that the agency
offers. So in addition to the hands-on (literally) benefits to
specific patients, this program will have a significant
public-education component as well, helping cancer
patients understand the services available to them.

Continued on next page

The research team was
able to take an 

in-depth look at eight
different organizations

engaged in offering
complementary therapies. 
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The agency will also generate additional benefits, as it
shares information with the local medical community about
the benefits and availability of this and other forms of
complementary treatment. 

For example, Cancer Services is engaged with local
oncologists and other physicians as it embarks on this
program. While complementary therapies have gained
wider acceptance among physicians in recent years, this
progress has come slowly among physicians, many of
whom may have questions or concerns about the available
complementary modalities. Cancer Services is
encouraging dialogue, recognizing that physician
acceptance will be key to the program’s success. Cancer
Services has always been clear in explaining that
complementary care in no way substitutes for any
traditional form of medical treatment for patients, but is
used as an adjunct to medical care to provide comfort,
reduce stress, and ease anxiety. A small group of local
physicians has been advising Cancer Services on the
organization's efforts to gain acceptance for
complementary care among physicians. 

To help respond to concerns within the medical community
about complementary therapies, Cancer Services is
hosting an innovative event in May. During its annual
educational symposium, nurses, social workers, and
interested cancer survivors can attend a day-long
symposium with two uniquely qualified speakers: Loch
Chandler, N.D. (Doctor of Naturopathic Medicine), and his
father, Stephen Chandler, M.D., a clinical oncologist. The
dynamic between these two speakers demonstrates the
divide between advocates of complementary care and the
physicians who treat patients with medical means such as

surgery, chemotherapy and radiation. Stephen Chandler,
the oncologist, was once skeptical about his son's
complementary approach. Like many physicians, he was
hesitant to recommend treatments that often are not
measured using the "gold standard" of clinical evidence:
rigorous double-blind studies published in peer-reviewed
medical journals. However, the elder Dr. Chandler had a
change of heart when he saw in his own practice that
patients treated using his son's complementary methods
experienced less negative side effects. 

Stephen Chandler is not speaking to advocate for
complementary therapies, however. His role is to answer
the tough questions that clinicians may pose, in a
forthright manner.

The evening before the symposium for nurses and social
workers, the Chandlers will speak at an event for local
physicians – oncologists, other specialty physicians, and
primary care physicians. Stephen Chandler will bring a
unique perspective to this discussion, as he fully
recognizes and appreciates the skepticism held by many
physicians. Thus, this unusual father-son presentation will
give local physicians an opportunity to express their
concerns or ask tough questions in an open exchange
with a respected peer. Only through such an open
dialogue can real learning occur, and the hope is that local
physicians will gather new information about
complementary care and its potential benefits so that they
can make appropriate referrals and recommendations to
their patients. 

Such tangible and far-reaching effects exceed even the
most optimistic hopes of the Foellinger Foundation when it
set out in this new journey in grantmaking.
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By Liz Monnier, 
Artistic Director, Fort Wayne Dance Collective

What would happen if someone awarded you a grant and
said "go get inspired?"  Your brain would open up and new
ideas, creative notions and things you never thought
possible would happen! The Fort Wayne Dance Collective
has had such an experience these past 18 months
through an Inspire Grant from the Foellinger Foundation.
In the first year (the "Inspire" phase), we traveled to
Indianapolis and Chicago viewing dance concerts, meeting
with other
dance
companies,
facilitating
a board
retreat, a
water color
class, a
weekend of
Dances of
Universal
Peace and more.  I gleefully got to travel to San Francisco
to study with my mentor, Joe Goode! Because Joe's work
involves movement, rhythm and language it was a really
good fit in developing new ways for the Fort Wayne Dance
Collective to fulfill its mission.

The grant came at a pivotal point as we were discovering
who we were without the Three Rivers Jenbé Ensemble
who transferred it's programming to The Three Rivers
Institute for African Arts and Culture in June 2009. 

The "action" phase of the grant started last summer with
the reinstatement of a week-long summer intensive
workshop with guest artists Liz Burritt, Lisa Gonzales and
Jennifer Kayle.  

It was a challenging week for most of our instructors and
community dancers being asked to create personally felt
material, to sing, speak, improvise and create little dances
on the spot. In the end we were all more involved in our
processes and had deepened relationships among us. 

In the fall we had a teachers retreat with guest Margot
Faught of New York City. In this workshop we were
focused on our abilities to inspire others with creative
approaches to teaching dance. Many who attended
appreciated the simple interactions we had with each other
as dance teachers, making us feel less alone in the world. 

Another highlight of this past fall was the creation of a
collaborative dance concert, Eaten Alive, The 7 Deadly
Sins.  With seven choreographers and 40 local dancers,
we sold out two performances which created quite a stir in
the community. In addition, we all met at the gazebo at
McCullough Park during ARCH's haunted bus tour and did
our best to spook them with our sinful dancing. Despite the
chill, all the dancers had major fun! We crashed ARCH's
Halloween party after dress rehearsal and scared some
more people! It really was an amazing experience with the
majority of dancers saying their favorite part was meeting
new people. 

After our introduction to Dances of Universal Peace with
Timothy Dobson in the summer, we have continued our
circles on a monthly basis the Second Saturday of each
month at 7 p.m. Our circles continue to grow as we are led
by dance leaders from around the region.  We hope to
have a local leader within a few years. We will have
another weekend retreat June 25-27 with Eric Narayan
Waldman from Montana!

Continued on next page

Case Story No. 4

Thanks to the Foellinger Foundation, we are inspired!

These wonderful and
inspiring activities have
given the Fort Wayne

Dance Collective a boost of
energy and excitement that

will continue into future
programming
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Fort Wayne Taiko continues to be a driving force in the
community, so part of our Inspire Grant has gone toward
sprucing up their outreach materials and inspiring them
with additional training. 

These wonderful and inspiring activities have given the
Fort Wayne Dance Collective a boost of energy and

excitement that will continue into future programming, such
as doing another Indiana Dance Festival in April 2011.
Special thanks to the Foellinger Foundation for this
amazing opportunity!
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Case Story No. 5

By Phillip Colglazier, Executive/Artistic Director, 
The Fort Wayne Civic Theatre

Wouldn't it be great if …

That was the question that the Foellinger Foundation
challenged organizations to ask themselves as a catalyst
for the foundation's 50th Anniversary Inspire grant
opportunity.

Phillip Colglazier, Executive/Artistic Director, was already
asking this same question at the Fort Wayne Civic
Theatre. For over 80 years, the Civic has provided
opportunities for over 600 community volunteers to be a
part of bringing quality live theatre to our community. The
Civic is a training ground and a creative outlet for local
actors, singers, dancers, and those interested in
stagecraft. But there was still one group missing to
complete the picture. Wouldn't it be great if the Civic could
provide an opportunity for our area playwrights to be
involved - to hone their skills and to have a stage to share
their talent with the community? 

The Civic found its answer in the concept of a "Northeast
Indiana Playwright Contest." The contest would invite
playwrights who are current or former residents in a 90
mile radius of Fort Wayne to submit an original work to be
reviewed by a panel of theatre professionals. The judges
would select one play to be staged and performed by the
Civic Theatre. The festival would also include interactive
training opportunities for aspiring playwrights to network
with other playwrights and theatre professionals and learn
more about the business aspects for bringing a work
through the production process. It would also be open to
the general public to provide new opportunities to learn
about theatre. The festival would also broaden the Civic's
geographic outreach and help the Civic grow to the next
level of a regional arts group. 

The Civic Theatre Board approved the concept and
authorized the Civic staff to further develop the project if
funding could be obtained. The Executive Director began
researching other new play festivals in the country to
gather more information and develop an outline and
preliminary budget for the project. The Humana Festival of
New American Plays hosted each year by the Actor's
Theatre in Louisville presented an ideal model for the
event. 

The Foellinger Foundation's Inspire grant was an ideal
funding opportunity to research and develop the concept
of the festival. With "Inspire" phase funding from this grant,
the Civic Theatre was able to take the entire Civic Theatre
production team and development staff to the "Theatre

Professionals' Weekend" during the Humana Festival in
March of 2008. The group included the Executive/Artistic
Director; Technical Director/Production Manger/Scenic
Designer; Production Manager/Technical Assistant; Music
and Education Director; Costume Designer; Assistant
Costume Designer/Rental Manager; Development
Coordinator; and Fund Development Coordinator. 

During the weekend, the Civic staff had the opportunity for
private roundtable discussions with the Actors' Theatre
production staff and with the senior management team.
The Actors' Theatre staff shared in-depth information about
the logistics of their festival as well as anecdotes about 

Continued on next page

Civic Theatre creates a new stage for aspiring writers

The lessons learned through this
process are already becoming
institutionalized through the

new donor cultivation program. 
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how the festival was developed and has grown through the
years. They also provided a tour of the Actor's Theatre
offices, performances and rehearsal halls, and backstage
areas. Finally, the Civic staff was invited to sit in on a
technical rehearsal. The Civic Theatre staff attended the
welcoming reception for all theatre professionals
openingand attended the seven new original productions
staged as part of the Festival. 

After bringing all this information home, it was time to
begin the Action Phase of the Inspire grant.  The Civic
scheduled the inaugural Northeast Indiana Playwright
Festival for June 2010. Space for a workshop, panel
discussion, and play performances was reserved at the
downtown branch of the Allen County Public Library. The
contest submission rules and awards were set and
published on the Civic's website.  Press releases were
sent out announcing the festival and the play contest.
Announcements were placed in external publications such
as Fort Wayne Newspapers, Indiana Theatre Association,
Dramatists Guild of America, area college theatre
departments, and emails to our members and actors.
Local publications WhatZup and Fort Wayne Reader both
published feature articles announcing the contest. The
contest was also announced through the Civic Theatre's
newsletter, website, and email blasts. 

As plans began to take shape for the Festival, the Civic
was able to reach out to other theatre professionals to
serve as judges and panelists for the playwright contest.
Gary Garrison, Executive Director of Creative Affairs of the
Dramatists Guild of America and Off-Broadway Producer
Doug Evans both accepted our invitation to serve as
panelists during the festival. Garrison also conducted a
workshop on the business aspects of playwriting. The
judges included Harvey Cocks, Executive Director of Fort
Wayne Youtheatre; Janet Allen, Artistic Director of

Indianapolis Repertory Theatre; John O'Connell, Chair of
the Theatre Department at IPFW; Dan Clancy; Doug
Evans, and Phillip Colglazier. 

The inaugural Northeast Indiana Playwright Festival was
held June 4  through June 6, 2010. Thirty original works
were submitted for judging in the contest. This far
exceeded our expectations for a first-time festival. The
Ladies In Cabin 10 by Fort Wayne native Nancy Carlson
was selected as the winning play. Carlson had originally
begun writing this play over 20 years ago. She was
inspired to revisit her play and finish it for submission to
the festival.

The performances of the winning play were attended by
1,386 people. This was 94 percent of the total capacity for
the performances and included four sold-out
performances. The playwright workshop was attended by
29 people. The panel discussion was attended by 33
people. The readings of the second and third place works
were attended by 109 people. Feedback from those
attending was very positive. Here are a few comments
from audience member surveys:

Continued on next page
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"Thrilled about 1st Playwright Festival. Keep up the great
work."

"You have given new talent a place to show it!"

"Great opportunity for beginner playwrights - showcases
local talent"

The Civic Theatre staff gained a great deal of practical
knowledge and information through its Inspire grant both
during the visit to the Humana Festival and during the
action phase of the grant. Many of the lessons learned
while visiting with the staff of the Actors' Theatre were
adapted to provide the model for our the playwright festival
including tips on structuring the festival, attracting
playwright submissions, marketing the festival, and event
scheduling during the festival. Specific examples included
structuring the judging with the Civic's Executive/Artistic
Director having the final decision on play selection to
artistic/quality control, and providing networking
opportunities throughout the festival. The Civic also
incorporated tips to encourage a greater number of
submissions including announcing that all play
submissions would be read by the judges, charging no
submission fees, and posting the contest submission rules
on the Web to make the contest was easily accessible for
all aspiring playwrights.  

The Civic Theatre staff also gained unexpected
information and, of course, inspiration. "We were
encouraged and uplifted to learn that many of our current
practices paralleled those of the Actor's Theatre, just on a
smaller scale in-line with the size of our organization."  An
unanticipated, but very valuable lesson learned was in the

area of donor cultivation. The Actor's Theatre has
developed a very successful "Page to Stage" program to
support their festival while developing strong relationships
with individual donors. With the Actor's Theatre's
permission, the Civic has adopted the "Page to Stage"
concept and modified it for its own fundraising program.
Initial response is very positive with 10 individuals
participating in the "Page to Stage" program in 2010. 

"The Civic's experience with the Inspire grant was truly
valuable to our organization. The project increased our
organizational effectiveness by allowing us to serve a
group of artists we had not previously served - the
playwrights." Other ways in which it increases
organizational effectiveness and improved our programs
include strengthening our presence as a regional theatre
by 1) drawing in playwrights from throughout northeast
Indiana; 2) providing an opportunity to host educational
opportunities for the general public through the festival's
panel discussion and workshop; 3) developing
relationships with national and international theatre
professionals as contest judges and panelists; 4) drawing
in new audiences and patrons, 5) providing a new
opportunity for donor development through our "Page To
Stage" donor cultivation program tied to the festival. 

The lessons learned through this process are already
becoming institutionalized through the new donor
cultivation program (Page to Stage) and through the
establishment of the Northeast Indiana Playwright Festival
as an ongoing program of the Fort Wayne Civic Theatre.
The Civic is also working to secure a signature sponsor
through naming rights for the festival. 
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Case Story No. 6

How does a nonprofit stay inspired in spite of the high
unemployment rates, an unstable economy, decreases in
funding opportunities, and program changes?

The Inspire grant gave us the inspiration necessary to
keep our agency motivated, especially for key employees
who have been feeling the heaviness of the world. When
Catholic Charities submitted its application for the
Foellinger Inspire grant, the agency had no idea what the
future would hold.  At the time the agency received notice
that we were one of the grant recipients for the Inspire
grant, the agency was overwhelmed with resettling a large
influx of refugees in a very short time rame.  Catholic
Charities normally resettles 150 refugees each year, but in
the summer of 2008, the numbers were around 100
refugees per month. 

Inspire….?? How could we stay inspired through all of this
stress of being held responsible for resettling this dramatic
increase in refugees each year while the economy was
spiraling out of control?  Who wanted to hear about the
complexities of resettling refugees?  Then we had to come
to the conclusion, which was the obvious conclusion, that
we had to remember what our agency stands for, our
mission, and what drives us to do the work that many
would run from. 

Catholic Charities target populations have always been the
underserved, low income, and vulnerable people of the
world.  Therefore, Catholic Charities has a heart to serve
refugees with all the highs and lows that come with it.
Refugees, as defined by the U. S. Department of State,
are people who have a well-founded fear of persecution on

account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a
particular social group, or political opinion. We understood
the suffering that the refugees were experiencing in the
refugee camps, where there is no real housing, food,
clothing or enough basic needs for survival.  Plus, some of
our staff are former refugees; therefore, the issue hits
close to home.

Once we began implementing the Inspire grant, it gave us
the opportunity to do things such as:

• visit another Catholic Charities that offered resettlement
services in Dallas, Texas, which gave us new ideas on
how to effectively provide quality services to refugees;

• host an advocacy work shop for the whole agency, where
we learned appropriate steps to make policy changes;

• host several retreats that involved board and staff, which
increased ongoing board involvement and excitement
about the services our agency offered;

Continued on next page

What gives Catholic Charities inspiration when 
the weight of the world rests on its shoulders?
By Debra Schmidt, Executive Director, Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Fort Wayne-South Bend

How could we stay inspired through
all of this stress of being held
responsible for resettling this

dramatic increase in refugees each
year while the economy was

spiraling out of control?  
Who wanted to hear about the

complexities of resettling refugees?
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• facilitate small group strategy sessions.  As a result, new
program initiatives began such as the start of another
ESL class for refugees and job clubs for the Senior
AIDES participants.  Our Senior AIDES program is a
federally funded program to provide job training activities
for low-income people who are 55 and older; and 

• start an agency book club utilizing books that will
strengthen our leadership skills and stay in tune with the
variety of people we serve.

In one of our retreats sponsored by the Inspire grant, we
had a presentation about what it really means to work at
Catholic Charities.  This is what one employee stated:

"The early morning ride in the dark, rain, fog or snow:
coffee first would be great: the phone rings, rings again
while the folders stack upon my desk waiting,
concentration broken: someone wants to talk but my client
will here soon and the e-mails blink on my screen: daily
sheets, monthly reports, due dates looming: Who did
What? Why? Cleaning crew forgot paper towels:
unexpected client stops by, sad story, good story, update -
want to report: Listen, do-not-disturb on the phone while

messages pile up within: my mental to-do list now totally in
disarray: How can it be almost noon?  An emergency up
front, do we have book bags?  Beds to give away?  Mail
arrives; delete spam - fill out forms, proofread or fax
sheets of information here and there; return phone calls - if
I had two hours alone, I could finish a task.  What if I won
the lottery?  Would I be here?  A collage of photos in my
office: toddlers smile, families at a Baptism or graduation,
around a Christmas tree, at Disneyland - all their names
on files,  I know their dreams, secrets, fears, humor and
courage.  The phone interrupts: 'I just want to thank you
again for….'  And that moment is what stays with me.
What working at Catholic Charities has made possible for
my clients and for me."

With the Inspire grant, it made it possible for us to realize
that we are truly a client-focused agency. Everything that
we do is about providing the best that we can offer. We will
do what we can to be better advocates encouragement
that we need to stay on the path.   The Inspire Grant
helped provide us with the inspiration to keep us doing the
work that we do during very trying times.
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Case Story No. 7

By Deborah Beckman, President/CEO, 
YWCA of Fort Wayne

During the Inspire phase, the YWCA participated in two
three-day retreats, a leadership book club, journaling, and
professional coaching. The Inspire Phase involved the
members of the leadership team: president/CEO, chief
operating officer, chief program officer, shelter director,
outreach director, and human resources director. 

"Our leadership team was reminded that there is more to
leadership than just naming ourselves the leadership
team," said Deborah Beckman, President/CEO.
"Leadership is hard work. Learning to trust each other fully
is hard work. We have learned that leadership starts with
the individual. We each have to understand ourselves -
what motivates and drives us - before we can understand
and work well with others on our team and throughout our
agency. We will continue to grow in this process beyond
the end of our grant period," she said.

"We just completed the Action Phase of our Inspire Grant.
We anticipate that staff members will take what they
learned about themselves and others and use this
knowledge to grow in their individual and team skills,
vision, and leadership," Beckman said. "As these actions
become a way of work for our organization, we anticipate
that Inspire will impact our organization far into the future."

Beckman said that, "People will be able to see an
organization where staff members work well together
toward a common goal of achieving our mission. Staff
members will value each other and each person's role in
achievement of this mission. Our organization will be

stronger because we have learned to be vulnerable
together through our common experiences during the
process."

The YWCA held an all-staff retreat where staff members
had an opportunity to be away from their day-to-day work
and participate in a facilitated "Bigger Game" experience.
The Bigger Game Experience for Organizations is a two-
day workshop for teams of up to 40 participants. In this
workshop, participants learn and experience each
component on the Bigger Game Board through a

combination of presentation, videos, experiential
exercises, and small group interactions. The team exercise
is designed to help organizations and individuals discover
their "compelling purpose" begin a corresponding strategic
action plan. The intent is to help people and their
organizations increase innovation, creativity and success.

Says Beckman: "We laughed. We cried. We shared. We
learned about ourselves and about each other. We are
implementing our Bigger Game in our interactions with
each other as we know that to grow as a team; we first
have to see each other as individuals."

Continued on next page

You can sense the energy and zeal at the YWCA 
in regard to its Inspire grant.

"Our leadership team was
reminded that there is more

to leadership than just
naming ourselves 

the leadership team,"
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Operating under the assumption that everyone is a leader,
the YWCA is using the lessons learned from is retreat
along with personal profiles from a Strengths Finder 

assessment. Along with the agency-wide Bigger Game,
each staff member was encouraged to develop her/his
own Bigger Game.  

"We continue to encourage staff members to take time
and renew themselves. We recognize that the work we do
is draining and takes its toll. In order to serve others, we
must first take care of ourselves. If we create a workplace
environment where staff members are emotionally healthy,
we will see our leadership grow from within our
organization," Beckman said.
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By Gregory Manifold, Executive Director
AIDS Task Force, Inc.

When the Foellinger Foundation introduced the Inspire
Grant in 2008 as part of its 50th anniversary celebration,
the AIDS Task Force considered it an auspicious initiative.
The task force was preparing to commemorate its own
25th anniversary in 2010 and figured the Inspire Grant
would be a perfect way to help us look backward and
forward.

For the first part of our project, we would send some of our
staff to visit colleagues at an AIDS service organization
(ASO) in another part of the country.  We wanted to
investigate what we might do differently as we moved into
our second quarter century of work in northeast Indiana.
The second part of our project would allow me to interview
some of the founders of the task force, those who helped
bring this agency into being in 1985, to see what we might
learn from the past.

We weren't entirely sure at the beginning what we would
do with everything we planned to gather from other ASOs
and from founders.  But the beauty of the Inspire Grant
was that it was not linear.  Its guidelines allowed
organizations to discover lessons in the process, to be
flexible to what might change, and to adjust the end point
as the work progressed.  So, while we didn't know exactly
where we would end, we did know this:  we would
somehow combine the past and the present to strengthen
the future of this oldest ASO in the state of Indiana.

During the Inspire Phase, three of our senior program staff
spent a week at three ASOs in Oregon, where both the
climate and the social environment are far different from
our Midwest location.  They met staff, toured facilities,
observed programs, and asked lots of questions.   

They returned to Indiana brimming with ideas that might
become a part of our agency's future.

During the same period, I contacted a number of people
who had been around in those tense days in 1985 when
AIDS first became a reality in Fort Wayne.  I arranged to
record 11 of them and to have the interviews transcribed.
It was also important that both recordings and
transcriptions were saved electronically so that they would
be available to future staff or historians.

The interviews seemed incredibly important to me since
the programs and services that these early volunteers
created set the pattern for what our 21st century agency is
still doing.  The times were radically different, of course,
but the mission they set in motion still guides our work.

As we moved into the Action Phase of the Inspire Grant in
mid 2009, all of us at the AIDS Task Force were also
moving into the commemoration of our 25th anniversary,
with its ten months of arts and educational events
produced by partner agencies throughout the community.
Our Action Phase activities took something of a back seat
to these community-wide events, and we eventually
requested from the Foellinger Foundation an extension of
time.  Exhibiting again the trust that characterized the
Inspire process from the beginning, the foundation
graciously granted our request.

In spite of these 25th anniversary delays, new elements
distilled from the Oregon experience found their way into
our agency.  Our public face added a community breakfast
to mark World AIDS Day.  We produced a new agency
brochure that told the short story of everything we have to
offer.  Our board of directors began a Future 25 planning
process to set the groundwork for a strong agency long 

Continued on next page

Case Story No. 8

Past, present and future inspiration
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into the future.  We welcomed a new housing coordinator
to assist clients at risk of homelessness.  And we
brightened our offices with paint and art as our staff had
enjoyed in the Oregon ASO offices.  Other program ideas
from Oregon continue to merit attention for future
implementation.

The memories of the founders and early volunteers also
became a permanent agency legacy.  I wrote from their
recollections a book titled What Can We Do To Help?,
which told the story of the years 1985 through 1987.  It is
not an accurate history since there are so many more who
ought to be included.  But the book captures the terror of
the times, the lack of accurate information, and the
compassion and dedication of those who entered the fray.

The impact of what we discovered through our Inspire
Grant will have lasting influence on our agency.  Voices of
people from our past, some of whom may be gone within a

decade, are permanently preserved.  Colleagues across
the country have influenced our program choices.  And our
agency has embraced its necessary continuation.

A memory repeated by many of those interviewed for the
book was that the name "task force" was chosen because
it implied a short-term project.  They assumed their work
would be intense but short lived until a cure or vaccine
was discovered.  They did their work and created this
agency with no expectation that it would still be around 25
years later.

Today it is obvious to our agency that there is no
foreseeable end to the work that has to be done in the
HIV/AIDS arena.  With the help of the Inspire Grant
experience, we know that we are a stronger organization
because we are fashioning our future from the past of our
founders and the present of our colleagues.



The story of the Inspire Grant continues. In these pages are just a few
examples of the innovative ways that these grant funds have paid dividends for
our grantees and they people they serve. Although it started as a one-time grant
opportunity to celebrate the Foundation’s 50th anniversary, the Inspire Grant
has proven to be a sound investment and is now a permanent grant category. It
is fitting that the idea is a direct reflection of the beliefs of our founders, Helene
and Esther Foellinger, who believed that investing in strong leaders is among
the best uses of philanthropic funds. That has proven to be as true today as it
was more than 50 years ago when they created  the Foellinger Foundation. For
foundations interested in all of the details, grant parameters, and application
guidelines used with the Inspire Grant, we've posted a PDF version of the
brochure used to announce the grant opportunity. The brochure includes the
grant application. You can download it here:  

http://foellinger.org/inspire.pdf

If you have any questions about the Inspire Grant, we'd love to talk with you! The Foellinger Foundation's contact
information appears below.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Taylor, President
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Continuing Inspiration

The Foellinger Foundation is a private charitable foundation
that awards grants for the benefit of people in Fort Wayne
and Allen County, Indiana. The Foundation was created in
1958 by Helene R. Foellinger, The News-Sentinel publisher
from 1936 to 1980, and Esther A. Foellinger, her mother. Its
funding comes from three sources:
• Lifetime gifts from Helene Foellinger 
• Proceeds from the estates of Esther and Helene Foellinger 
• Contributions from the News Publishing Company until The News-Sentinel was sold in 1980.

520 East Berry Street, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46802
260.422.2900 phone • 260.422.9436 fax
info@foellinger.org • www.foellinger.org

Helene R., right and Esther A. Foellinger.
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